Identify the following nations and geographical features of the Ancient Near East by labeling the appropriate place on these two outline maps. Then, pick any four of the locations and, in a phrase or two (written on the map or on a separate sheet of paper), explain the significance of each place for understanding Scripture.

Nations or Regions:

*Assyria, Babylonia, Egypt, Palestine, Syria*

Features to be identified:

*Euphrates River, Mediterranean Sea, Nile River, Red Sea, Sinai Peninsula, Tigris River*

Note: Many Bibles have a map section in the back. If those do not have everything you need, look in the Bible atlases in the SNU library.
This map is an enlargement of the area called “Palestine” that is on the map on page 1.

Area: *Edom, Jordan River Valley, Moab, Negeb, Plain of Sharon*

Features: *Dead Sea, Mt. Carmel, Sea of Galilee*